Life on the street was a popular subject for photographers in the mid-twentieth century. Photographers documented life in major cities in the United States and Europe, in black and white and color. This bibliography, created in conjunction with the exhibitions Evelyn Hofer: Eyes on the City and Cities Are for People: Street Photography, 1945–1970, includes titles about Evelyn Hofer and other individual photographers, as well as titles about street photography in general.

If you have questions, please contact the reference staff at the Spencer Art Reference Library (telephone 816-751-1216). Library hours and services are listed on the Museum’s website at https://nelson-atkins.org/library/
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**Evelyn Hofer**

Call No: HOFER EVELYN TR647 .H65 A4 2023

Call No: HOFER EVELYN TR647 .H645 E9 2004


Selected Books by Evelyn Hofer


Street Photography, General


**Select Street Photographers**

*Diane Arbus*


Ilse Bing


**Harry Callahan**


**Henri Cartier-Bresson**


Call No: SPECIAL FOLIO CARTIER-BRESSON TR647 .C36 I43 1952


Call No: CARTIER TR647 .C36 A4 2003


Call No: CARTIER-BRESSON TR647 .C36 A4 2014


**Bruce Davidson**


Call No: DAVIDSON BRUCE TR647 .D38 B785 2009


Call No: DAVIDSON BRUCE TR57 .D38 E53 2005


**Roy DeCarava**


Call No: SPECIAL DECARAVA TR647 .D43 S94 1955


**Louis Draper**


Call No: DRAPER LOUIS H TR647 .D73 L68 2015


**Robert Frank**


Call No: SPECIAL FRANK TR647 .F74 A5 1969


Call No: FRANK TR647 .F74 A5 2008


Call No: SPECIAL OVERSIZE FRANK TR647 .F74 A5 2009


Call No: FRANK TR647 .F74 A4 2009
https://www.icp.org/browse/archive/constituents/robert-frank?all/all/all/all/0

Leonard Freed  
Freed, Leonard. *Black in White America*.  
Call No: FREED LEONARD

Call No: FREED LEONARD TR820 .F74 W67 2007

https://www.loc.gov/exhibits/march-on-washington/leonard-freed.html

Lee Friedlander  
Galassi, Peter. *Friedlander*.  
Call No: FRIEDLANDER TR647 .F75 A4 2005

Call No: FRIEDLANDER TR660.5 .F75 A64 2010

Allen, Fiona, and Simon Constantine.  

Yasuhiro Ishimoto  
Call No: ISHIMOTO YASUHiro TR647 .I84 1999

Ishimoto, Yasuhiro. *Hana*.  
Call No: ISHIMOTO YASUHiro TR724 .I74 H36 1989


William Klein  
Call No: SPECIAL KLEIN TR25 .N49 K56 1956

Call No: KLEIN TR25 .N49 K56 2010

Call No: KLEIN TR647 .K535 W55 2013


Dorothea Lange  
New York: Reynal & Hitchcock, 1939.  
Call No: SPECIAL LANGE TR820.5 .L358 A4 1939

Call No: LANGE TR647 .L358 B67 2002

Call No: LANGE TR653 .L35 1995
https://www.moma.org/artists/3373

**Saul Leiter**
Call No: LEITER SAUL TR659.8 .L45 S37 2008

Call No: LEITER SAUL TR140 .L458 S38 2014

https://www.saulleiterfoundation.org/

**Leon Levinstein**
Call No: LEVINSTEIN LEON TR647 .L469 A4 1995


**Helen Levitt**
Call No: LEVITT TR647 .L47 P45 1991

Call No: LEVITT TR647 .L47 H45 2008


**Tosh Matsumoto**

**Ray Metzker**
Call No: METZKER RAY TR647 .M45 A4 2012

Call No: METZKER RAY TR647 .M45 A4 2008

**Lisette Model**
Call No: FOLIO MODEL LISSETTE TR647 .M542 L57 2007

Call No: SMALL MODEL LISSETTE TR680 .M542 L57 2001

**Ruth Orkin**
Call No: TR654 .O74

Call No: ORKIN RUTH TR654 .O736 M67 1983

https://www.orkinphoto.com/
**Garry Winogrand**
Call No: WINOGRAND GARRY TR647.W56 A4 2013

Call No: WINOGRAND GARRY TR647.W56 A4 1988

https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2014/oct/15/sp-garry-winogrand-genius-american-street-photography

**Accompanying library display, Street Photography in Photobooks (August 17 – October 30, 2023)**

**Image Credits**

**Explore More...**
Search the library’s collections at libraryonesearch.nelson-atkins.org
Ask Us...  
*Spencer Art Reference Library Staff can help*